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Abstract
Let C1 be the class of 0nitely presented monoids with word problem solvable in linear time.
Let P be a Markov property of monoids related to class C1 in some sense. It is undecidable given
a monoid in C1 whether it satis0es P. Let C and C′ be classes of 0nitely presented monoids
with word problem solvable in some time-bounds. If C contains C1 and C′ properly contains C,
then it is undecidable given a monoid in C′ whether it belongs to C. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A 0nitely presented monoid M is given by a 0nite alphabet  (a 0nite set of
generators) and a 0nite rewriting system (a 0nite set of de0ning relations). Even though
M is de0ned by a 0nite set of data, many algebraic properties of M are undecidable. In
fact, for any Markov property P of monoids, there is no algorithm to decide whether a
given 0nitely presented monoid satis0es P [6]. In the proof of this undecidability result,
a monoid with unsolvable word problem was used. So the undecidability of Markov
properties was proved in a class of monoids that contains monoids with unsolvable
word problem.
Sattler-Klein [11] proved that some of Markov properties are still undecidable in
a class of 0nitely presented monoids with solvable word problem (see also [8]). She
employed her monoids, to show the divergence phenomena of the completion procedure
[9, 10]. Actually, for any recursively enumerable language L, she constructed 0nitely
presented monoids Sw parameterized by words w with the following properties. The
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monoid Sw has word problem solvable in polynomial time, and it is trivial if w∈L,
on the other hand it is in0nite, non-commutative, non-free etc. if w =∈L. Thus, such
properties as 0niteness of monoids are undecidable in the class of monoids with word
problem solvable in polynomial time.
In this paper we improve her results in two directions. First we improve the re-
sults from polynomial to linear time. Secondly we give a systematic way to carry over
Markov’s proof of undecidability to our restricted class of monoids, so that we can
prove that any Markov property related to linear complexity in some sense is undecid-
able for 0nitely presented monoids with word problem solvable in linear time. In fact,
most of ordinary Markov properties are Markov properties in our sense.
After recalling some basic de0nitions on rewriting systems in Section 2, we intro-
duce a notion of Markov property related to linear complexity and state our main
undecidability theorem in Section 3.
In Section 4 we construct a complete rewriting system T that simulates a deter-
ministic single-tape Turing machine accepting a recursively enumerable language L.
Adding one special rule corresponding to a word w to T , we obtain a rewriting system
Tw which is not complete any more. The completion procedure applied to Tw yields a
complete system Tˆw equivalent to Tw, and Tˆw is 0nite if and only if w is in L. Then,
we prove that the monoid presented by Tw has word problem solvable in linear time.
This is the hardest part of the proof.
In Section 5 we de0ne another family of monoids using the monoids constructed in
Section 4, and give an embedding result for the monoids, by means of which proving
our main theorem becomes easy.
In the last section we give remarks and some other related undecidability results,
which are byproducts of our construction.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we 0x some notations on rewriting systems. For more information on
rewriting systems we refer to Book and Otto [1].
Let  be a (0nite) alphabet and let ∗ be the free monoid generated by . The empty
word, which is an identity element of the monoid, is denoted by 1. Set + =∗\{1}.
For a word x∈∗, |x| denotes its length. A rewriting system R is a set of ordered
pairs (u; v) with u; v∈∗. An element (u; v) of R is called a rule and written as u→ v.
For x; y∈∗, we write x→R y if x= x1ux2 and y= x1vx2 for some x1; x2 ∈∗ and
u→ v∈R. As usual, →∗R is the reJexive transitive closure of →R. If x →∗R y, x is an
ancestor of y and y is a descendant (or R-descendant) of x.
The reJexive symmetric transitive closure ↔∗R is the Thue congruence generated
by R. The monoid M (; R) presented by (; R) is the quotient monoid ∗=↔∗R . The
word problem for M =M (; R) is the following decision problem: Given two words
x; y∈∗, decide if x=y in M . Two systems R and R′ over  are equivalent if ↔∗R
= ↔∗R′ , that is, R and R′ de0ne the same quotient monoid.
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When the system R is 0xed and there is no confusion, we simply write →, →∗ and
↔∗ for →R, →∗R and ↔∗R; respectively.
A rewriting system R is noetherian (terminating) if there is no in0nite sequence
x1→ x2→· · ·→ xn→ · · · . It is con5uent if any words x; y∈∗ with common ancestor
have a common descendant. A system R is called complete if it is both noetherian and
conJuent. A word is irreducible (or R-irreducible to specify R) if no rule from R
can be applied to it. An irreducible descendant of x is called a normal form of x.
If R is complete, for any x∈∗, there is a unique normal form which is denoted by
xˆ. Moreover, for two words x; y∈∗, x↔∗y if and only if xˆ= yˆ. Hence, the word
problem for a 0nite complete system R is solved by a normal form algorithm, namely,
given words x and y we compute the normal forms xˆ and yˆ of x and y and check
whether they are identical.
It is well known that a noetherian system R is complete if and only if all the critical
pairs are resolvable. Here, a pair (z1; z2) of words is a critical pair, if there are rules
u1→ v1, u2→ v2 ∈R such that one of the following holds:
(i) u1 = xu2y, z1 = v1, z2 = xv2y for some x; y∈∗ (u1→ v1, u2→ v2 are diNerent), or
(ii) u1 = xz, u2 = zy, z1 = v1y, z2 = xv2 for some x; y; z ∈+.
A critical pair (z1; z2) is resolvable if z1 and z2 have a common descendant. In this
paper only critical pairs of type (ii) will appear.
A compatible well-order ¡ on ∗ is an order on ∗ satisfying the following.
(i) There is no in0nite sequence x1¿x2¿ · · ·¿xn¿ · · ·, and
(ii) x¿y implies wxz¿wyz for any x; y; w; z ∈∗.
A typical such order is the length-0rst lexicographic order ¡llex based on a linear
order ¡ on  de0ned as follows. For x= a1a2 · · · am, y= b1b2 · · · bn ∈∗, x¡llexy if
and only if either m¡n, or m= n and there is some k such that 06k¡m, ai = bi for
i=1; : : : ; k and ak+1¡bk+1.
We 0x a compatible well-order ¡ on ∗. A rewriting system R is ¡-reducing if
u¿v for all u→ v∈R. If R is ¡-reducing, it is noetherian. For any rewriting system R,
we always have a ¡-reducing complete system OR equivalent to R de0ned by
OR = {x → Ox | x ∈ ∗; x ¿ Ox}; (2.1)
where Ox is the minimal element with respect to ¡ in the congruence class {y∈∗ |y
↔∗Rx} of x. Unfortunately, this de0nition of OR is not constructive.
If a 0nite system R is not complete, we can apply the completion procedure (the
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [3], see also [2]) to get a complete system equiva-
lent to R. First, orient R so that R becomes ¡-reducing. If there is a critical pair (x; y),
compute normal forms xˆ and yˆ of x and y; respectively (we can compute them because
R is 0nite and noetherian). If xˆ= yˆ, then the critical pair is resolved. If xˆ¿yˆ (resp.
yˆ¿xˆ), add the rule xˆ→ yˆ (resp. yˆ→ xˆ) to the system. Repeat this until all the critical
pairs become resolvable. This procedure may not terminate even if the original system R
is 0nite. It terminates if and only if there is a ¡-reducing 0nite complete system equiv-
alent to R, and if it terminates, it gives such a system. Even if the procedure does not
terminate, it gives, in the limit, a ¡-reducing in0nite complete system equivalent to R.
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When we discuss computational complexity in a formal way we consider multi-tape
Turing machines. So, the word problem for a monoid M presented by (; R) is solvable
in linear time if there exists a multi-tape deterministic Turing machine which given
words x and y in ∗ as input, halts after a series of at most O(|x| + |y|) elementary
transitions and decides whether x↔∗y holds. It is known that the complexity of the
word problem of a 0nitely presented monoid does not depend on the presentation, and
so we can speak of the complexity of the word problem of a monoid.
3. Linear Markov properties and undecidability
In this section we introduce a notion of Markov property related to linear complexity.
Most of the ordinary Markov properties for monoids considered in the literature are
Markov properties in our sense. Let C1 be the class of 0nitely presented monoids
with word problem solvable in linear time. By a property P of monoids, we mean
an invariant property of monoids, that is, if a monoid M satis0es P, every monoid
isomorphic to M satis0es P.
A property P of monoids is called a Markov property relative to linear complexity
(a linear Markov property for short), if
(i) there is a monoid M1 in C1 with property P, and
(ii) there is a monoid M2 in C1 that is not embeddable in any monoid in C1 with
property P, in other words, any monoid in C1 containing a submonoid isomorphic
to M2 does not satisfy P.
An ordinary Markov property is a property satisfying (i) and (ii) above removing
the phrase ‘in C1’. A property P is hereditary if every 0nitely presented submonoid
of a monoid with P satis0es P. For a property P of monoids, C(P) denotes the class
of monoids with property P.
Lemma 3.1. A hereditary property P of monoids is a linear Markov property; if and
only if C1 ∩C(P) 
= ∅ and C1\C(P) 
= ∅.
Proof. The condition (i) is equivalent to the condition C1 ∩C(P) 
= ∅. A monoid M
in C1\C(P) cannot be embedded into any monoid with P, since P is hereditary. This
implies the condition (ii). The converse is obvious.
It is also easy to see that if P is a linear Markov property, then any stronger property
than P of monoids satisfying (i) above is also a linear Markov property. Actually, most
of the ordinary Markov properties are Markov properties in our sense as seen in the
next example.
Example.
(1) Left-cancellativity is linear Markov. So the following stronger properties are also
linear Markov:
• cancellativity, being a group, freeness, triviality, etc.
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(2) Satisfying some 0xed nontrivial (quasi-)identities is linear Markov, for example:
• commutativity, idempotency, nilpotency, 0niteness, etc.
(3) Negation of having an element (subset) with some local properties is linear Markov.
For example, the negations of the following:
• having a nontrivial idempotent, containing a nontrivial subgroup, etc.
The property for a monoid M of belonging to C1 is an ordinary Markov property
but it is not a linear Markov property due to Lemma 3.1 (see Section 6). We do
not know if there is any algebraic property that is ordinary Markov but not linear
Markov.
Here we state our main theorem the proof of which will be given in Section 5.
Theorem 3.2. Any linear Markov property is undecidable for :nitely presented
monoids with word problem solvable in linear time.
4. Rewriting systems simulating Turing machines
In this section we give our main construction. Let L be a recursively enumerable
language over a 0nite alphabet . Let TM =(;Q; q0; qk ; ) be a single-tape deter-
ministic Turing machine accepting L given as follows.  is the set of tape symbols,
Q= {q0; q1; : : : ; qk} is the set of states, q0 is the initial state, and qk is the halting state.
We suppose k¿1 and set Q′=Q\{qk}. Let b=∪{b}, where b is the blank symbol
outside . The transition function is a mapping  :Q′ ×b→Q×b ×{R; L}, where L
and R are the symbols for the right and left moves of the head, respectively.
A word xqy with x; y∈∗b and q∈Q is a con:guration of TM. Let  denote the
one-step computation relation on the set of con0gurations of TM, that is,
(a) xqay  xa′q′y if (q; a)= (q′; a′; R) for a; a′ ∈b, x; y∈∗b , q∈Q′ and q′ ∈Q,
(b) xcqay  xq′ca′y if (q; a)= (q′; a′; L) for a; a′; c∈b, x; y∈∗b , q∈Q′ and q′ ∈Q,
and
(c) xq  x′q′y′ if xqb  x′q′y′ by (a) or (b) for x; x′; y′ ∈∗b , q∈Q′ and q′ ∈Q.
If a con0guration x′q′y′ is obtained from a con0guration xqy through n computation
steps, we write xqy n x′q′y′. Given a word w in L as input TM will stop in state qk
after a 0nite number of computation steps, and on the other hand given a word w not
in L, TM will not stop and run forever. Since TM halts only on qk , we see
L = {w ∈ ∗ | q0w ∗ xqky for some x; y ∈ ∗b};
where ∗ denotes the reJexive transitive closure of , that is, ∗ = ⋃∞n=0 n. Moreover,
without loss of generality we may assume that the head of TM never moves to the
left of the initial position (so the tape is essentially one-way in0nite).
Now, we give a rewriting system T simulating the machine TM in some way. Let
 =b ∪Q∪{H; E; A; OA; B; OB;O}, where H; E; A; OA; B; OB;O are new letters. Below, a; a′
and c are arbitrary letters in b, q and q′ are arbitrary states in Q, and for a set X of
words, X →O denotes the collection of rules x→O for x∈X . The system T consists
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of the following rules:
1a. a OA→ OAa,
1b. H OA→HA,
1c. Aa→ aA,
1a′. OBa→ a OB,
1b′. OBEE→BbE,
1c′. aB→Ba,
2a. AqBa→ OAa′q′ OB for (q; a; q′; a′; R)∈ ,




4a. O&→O, &O→O for &∈ ,
4b. {A; OA; B; OB}2\{ OA; B}{A; OB}→O,
4c. {qBAq′; qq′; OBq; q OA; qAq′; qBq′}→O,
4d. {AE;HB}→O,
4e. &H→O for &∈ ,
4e′. E&→O for &∈ \{E}.
The rules in 2a (resp. 2b) correspond to the one-step computation (a) (resp. (b))
above. The rules in group 1 help the system simulate TM correctly. The rules in 4a
imply that the symbol O is a zero element, and the rules in group 4 make the system
simple. Finally, the rules in group 3 play the end game.
Lemma 4.1. The system T is complete.
Proof. It follows from the following observation that T is noetherian. Let ≺ be the
length-0rst reverse-lexicographic order based on an order ¡ on  such that
A ¡ a ¡ OA; OB ¡ a ¡ B ¡ E;
where a is any letter in b, that is, x ≺ y if and only if x˜¡llexy˜, where x˜ and y˜ are
the reversals of x and y; respectively. Then, any rule from T reduces rank according
to ≺, that is, T is ≺-reducing.
To prove the conJuence of the system, we need to show that every critical pair is
resolvable. There are many overlappings which produce critical pairs in the system. It
is a tedious task to check that all of them are resolvable. We leave this task to the
appendix.
The following lemma shows how the system T simulates TM.
Lemma 4.2. Let x; y; x′; y′ ∈∗b ; q; q′ ∈Q and n¿0. If xqybn n x′q′y′; then
HxAqy OBEt →∗T Hx′Aq′y′ OBEt−n
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for t¿n. If; moreover; q′= qk and t¿n+ 1; we have
HxAqy OBEt →∗T HE:
Proof. If xqyb  x′q′y′ and t¿1, using rules in groups 1 and 2 we have
HxAqy OBEt →T HxAqyBbEt−1 →∗T HxAqBybEt−1 →∗T H OAx′q′y′ OBEt−1
→∗T Hx′Aq′y′ OBEt−1:
This proves the 0rst assertion in case n=1. The general case can be proved by in-
duction on n. Next, if q′= qk and t¿n+ 1, then using rules 1b′ and 1c′ and rules in
group 3, we have
Hx′Aq′y′ OBEt−n →∗T Hx′AqkBy′bEt−n−1 →∗T HAqkBEt−n−1 →∗T HE;
proving the second assertion.
Notice that the reduction by T simulating a one-step computation of TM consumes
one of the E’s and decreases the exponent of E by 1. This will lead to the linear
complexity of the word problem for the monoids de0ned below (see Lemma 4.6).
For each word w∈∗ we consider the rule
0w :HAq0w OBE→O.
De&nition 4.3. Let w∈∗. De0ne the system Tw by adding rule 0w to T ;
Tw = T ∪ {0w}
and let Nw = M ( ; Tw) be the monoid presented by ( ; Tw).
The system Tw is noetherian but not complete any more. In fact, applying rule
0w to the word HAq0w OBEt+1 for t¿0, we obtain OEt , which is reduced to O. On
the other hand, if q0wbt t xqy for some x; y∈∗b , then by Lemma 4.2 we have
HAq0w OBEt+1 →∗T HxAqy OBE: Thus,
HxAqy OBE ↔∗Tw O: (4.1)
Here, if q= qk , then HxAqy OBEE →∗T HE by Lemma 4.2. Hence, we see
HE ↔∗Tw O: (4.2)
Now, if w is not in L, then for any t¿0, there uniquely exist xt ; yt ∈∗ and q(t)∈Q′
such that q0wbt t xtq(t)yt , because TM is deterministic. The words on both sides of
(4.1) are Tw-irreducible. So, to make the system complete, we add the rule
0tw :HxtAq(t)yt OBE→O
for every t¿0. Since in the computation sequence q0wbt t xtq(t)yt no computation
step of type (c) is involved, we see
|xt |+ |yt | = |w|+ t: (4.3)
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On the other hand, if w is in L, then q0wbn n xqky for some n¿0 and some
x; y∈∗b , and (4.2) holds. To make the system complete we add the rule
4f. HE→O:
In this case we remove rule 3c, because it is a consequence of 4f.
In this way we have the complete system Tˆw equivalent to Tw in the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.4. (1) If w is not in L;
Tˆ w = Tw ∪ {0tw | t = 1; 2; : : :}
is an in:nite complete system equivalent to Tw.
(2) If w is in L and n is the positive integer such that q0wbn n xqky for x; y∈∗b ;
then
Tˆ w = (Tw\{3c}) ∪ {0tw | t = 1; 2; : : : ; n} ∪ {4f}
is a :nite complete system equivalent to T .
Proof. By the above discussions the system Tˆw is a ≺-reducing system equivalent to
Tw. Rule 0tw overlaps with rule 1b
′ and produces the critical pair (OE;HxtAq(t)ytBbE).
Here, OE is reduced to O, and HxtAq(t)ytBbE is reduced to HxtAq(t)BytbE. If q(t) 
=
qk , HxtAq(t)BytbE is reduced to Hxt+1A q(t + 1)yt+1 OBE, which is still reduced to O
using rule 0t+1w . If q(t)= qk , HxtAq(t)BytbE is reduced to HE using rules in group 3,
which is reduced to O by rule 4f. In either case, the critical pair is resolvable. Rules
0tw and 4f also overlap with some rules in group 4, but the critical pairs produced
from these overlappings can be easily resolved. Since all other critical pairs are also
resolvable due to Lemma 4.1, the system is complete.
Corollary 4.5. A word w∈∗ is in L; if and only if HE=O holds in the monoid Nw.
Proof. If w =∈L, HE and O are both irreducible with respect to Tˆw, and hence HE 
=O
in Nw. If w∈L, of course HE=O holds in Nw.
An important feature of our construction is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. The monoid Nw has word problem solvable in linear time.
Proof. Let f∈ ∗ be given. Since the system Tˆw is complete, length-nonincreasing
and equivalent to Tw, to solve the word problem in linear time it suTces to compute
the unique normal form fˆ of f with respect to Tˆw in time O(|f|). In fact, for given
words x and y we can decide x↔∗Tw y by checking the equality xˆ= yˆ. This can be
done in time O(|x|+ |y|) because | xˆ|6|x| and |yˆ|6|y|.
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Set  1 = \{O;H; E} and  2 = 1\{ OA; OB}=b ∪Q∪{A; B}. We may suppose that
f is of the form
f = H*zEs (* ∈ {0; 1}; s ∈ N; z ∈  ∗1 ); (4.4)
otherwise f can be reduced to O using rules in group 4 and we can check it in linear
time employing a subword searching algorithm (see [4]). Now, the normal form fˆ of
f can be computed in the following way.
(1) If z contains the letter OA, move the rightmost OA in z to the left using rule 1a. If
during this movement it meets with A; OA; B; OB or q∈Q; f is reduced to O, otherwise,
the OA reaches the leftmost position of z. If *=1, this OA changes to A. If z contains OB,
move the leftmost OB to the right similarly. If it meets with A; OA; B; OB or q∈Q, then f
is reduced to O. Otherwise, the OB reaches the rightmost position of z, and if s¿2, this
OB in the rightmost position of z changes to B (and Es changes to bEs−1). Then, move
every A in z to the right using rule 1c (0rst the leftmost one and then the next). If it
meets with A; B; OB or E in f, f is reduced to O. Move B in z to the left in a similar
way. This procedure can be done in time O(|f|) and reduces f either to O or to a
word f1 of form (4.4) that contains no left-hand side of a rule from group 1. More
precisely, f1 is of the form
f1 = Xz1Y (X ∈ {1; B; OA;H}; Y ∈ {1; A; OB; OBE} ∪ {Es′ |s¿ s′ ¿ 1}; z1 ∈  ∗2 );
(4.5)
where if z1 contains A (resp. B), this A (resp. B) is followed (resp. preceded) by some
q∈Q.
(2) Check if the reformed f1 contains the left-hand side of a rule in group 4. If so, f1
is reduced to O. Thus, the word f1 that is not reduced to O is of form (4.5) and has
no left-hand side of a rule from group 1 or 4.
(3) Check if z1 contains the word AqkB. If so, we can write z1 =X ′xAqkByY ′ with
x; y∈∗b , X ′ ∈ ∗2\ ∗2b and Y ′ ∈ ∗2\b ∗2 . By rules in group 3 we have z1→∗T X ′
AqkBY ′. Suppose that X ′ 
=1 and & is the last letter in X ′. If &=A or &∈Q, then
z1→∗T O. If &=B, this B must be preceded by some q∈Q in X ′ and hence X ′AqkBY ′
contains the word qBAqk which is reduced to O. In either case, we see f1→∗T O.
Similarly, if Y ′ 
=1, we have f1→∗ O. Suppose, on the other hand, that X ′=Y ′=1,
then f1 is reduced to the word XAqkBY . The last word is still reduced to HE if X =H
and Y =Es
′
with s′¿1, and otherwise it is Tˆw-irreducible.
Up to this point, we obtain, in linear time, a T -descendant f1 of f, which is either
Tˆw-irreducible (including O), or of form (4.5) such that the subword z1 has no left-hand
side of a rule from group 1; 3 or 4.
(4) Check if z1 contains the left-hand side of a rule in 2a or 2b. Suppose that
z1 contains the left-hand side of a rule in 2a (the other case is similar), that is,
z1 =X ′xAqBayY ′ with (q; a)= (q′; a′; R), where x; y∈∗b , X ′ ∈ ∗2\ ∗2b and Y ′ ∈
 ∗2\b ∗2 . We have
z1→T X ′x OAa′q′ OByY ′→∗T X ′ OAxa′q′y OBY ′:
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Hence, if X ′ 
=1 or Y ′ 
=1, then X ′ ends or Y ′ begins with a letter in Q∪{A; B}, and
z1 is reduced to O by rules in 4a, 4b and 4c. So we suppose that X ′=Y ′=1, then
f1 is reduced to X OAxa′q′y OBY . Here, if X∈{B; OA} or Y ∈{A; OB; OBE}, the last word is
reduced to O.
Thus, we may suppose that f1 is reduced to the word f2 =H* OAxa′q′y OBEs
′
with
*∈{0; 1} and s¿s′¿0. The last word is irreducible with respect to Tˆw if *=0 and
s′61. If *=0 and s′¿2; f2 is reduced to OAxa′q′BybEs
′−1 which is Tˆw-irreducible. If
*=1, then f2 is reduced to f3 =Hxa′Aq′y OBEs
′
. Here, if s′=0; f3 is Tˆw-irreducible.
Now, suppose that s′¿1 and xa′q′ybs
′−1 s′−1 x′q′′y′ with x′; y′ ∈∗b and q′′ ∈Q, then
by Lemma 4.2 we have
f3 = Hxa′Aq′y OBEs
′ →∗T Hx′Aq′′y′ OBE:
The last word is T -irreducible and obtained by running our machine TM itself starting
with the con0guration xa′q′ybs
′−1 for s′−1 steps. On the other hand, if xa′q′ybs′−1 s′′





In this way we get, in time O(s)6O(|f|), a T -descendant f4 of f that is irreducible
with respect to Tˆw or is equal to HE or is written in the form
f4 = HxAqy OBE (4.6)
with x; y∈∗b and q∈Q.
(5) In case f4 =HE, it is reduced to O if w is in L and otherwise it is Tˆw-irreducible.
In case where f4 is of form (4.6), we check if it coincides with the left-hand side of
rule 0tw with t= |f4| − |w| − 5 (due to the equality (4.3) we need only consider the
rule with this index t). If so, it is reduced to O, otherwise, it is Tˆw-irreducible. Note
that we can produce rule 0tw in time O(t)6O(|f|) by running our machine TM again,
so this step also can be carried out in linear time.
Thus, we can construct a multi-tape deterministic Turing machine that performs the
task in every step above in linear time. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Remark that a correct application of (5) above depends on whether w is in L, and
so it may be undecidable how to solve the word problem in Nw for a given w∈∗,
though a linear-time algorithm exists whether or not w is in L (see Corollary 6.3).
Summarizing we have
Theorem 4.7. The monoid Nw has word problem solvable in linear time; and we have
the following.
(1) If w is in L; then HE=O in Nw.
(2) If w is not in L; then HE 
=O in Nw.
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5. Embedding lemma and a proof of the main theorem
Let (; R) be an arbitrary monoid presentation and let M =M (; R). Let -; .; / be
new letters outside  and let x; y∈∗. Consider the system S over ′=∪{-; .; /}
given by
S = {-x.→ 1; -y.→ /} ∪ {&/→ /; /&→ / | & ∈ ′}:
We de0ne a monoid 0x;y(M), which is determined by x; y and (; R), by 0x;y(M)=
M (′; R∪ S). Let ’ : M→0x;y(M) be the morphism of monoids induced by the in-
clusion  ,→ ′.
Lemma 5.1. If x=y in M; 0x;y(M) is the trivial monoid. If x 
=y in M; 3 is injective.
Moreover; if M has word problem solvable in linear time; so does 0x;y(M).
Proof. If x=y in M , then /=1 in 0x;y(M) and &= &/= / for any &∈′. Hence,
0x;y(M) is trivial. Suppose that x 
=y in M . Let OR be a complete system equiva-
lent to R which is given using the order ¡llex on ∗ as (2.1). Let Ox and Oy be the
normal forms of x and y with respect to OR, respectively. By assumption Ox 
= Oy. Let
OS = {- Ox.→ 1; - Oy.→ /; &/→ /; /&→ / | &∈′}. It is easy to see that OR∪ OS is a com-
plete system equivalent to R∪ S. Clearly, words over  irreducible with respect to OR
are irreducible with respect to OR∪ OS too. This implies that 3 is injective.
Next, suppose that M has linear word problem and let z1; z2 ∈ (′)∗. For every factor
-t. with t ∈∗ of z1 and z2, check if t= Ox or t= Oy holds in M . If t= Oy (resp. Ox) in
M , replace -t. by / (resp. 1). Let z′1 and z
′
2 be the words obtained from z1 and z2 by
making all such possible replacements. If z′i involves /; zi = / in 0x;y(M) (i=1; 2).
Otherwise, z′1 and z
′
2 are written as
z′1 = x01x1 · · · mxm with xi ∈ ∗; i ∈ {-; .};
z′2 =y0
′
1y1 · · · ′nyn with yi ∈ ∗; ′i ∈ {-; .}:
Since Ox01 Ox1 · · · m Oxm and Oy0′1 Oy1 · · · ′n Oyn are the normal forms of z′1 and z′2 with respect
to OR∪ OS, we see that z1 = z2 in 0x;y(M) if and only if m= n; i = ′i for i=1; : : : ; m
and xi =yi in M for i=0; : : : ; m. These can be checked in linear time by solving the
word problem in M .
We combine the construction in Section 4 with the above construction.
De&nition 5.2. For a monoid M =M (; R) and a word w∈∗ we de0ne
4w(M) = 0HE;O(M ∗ Nw)
with the free product M ∗Nw of M and Nw, that is, the monoid 4w(M) is de0ned over
the alphabet ′ ∪ with ′ ∩ = ∅ by the relation R∪Tw ∪ S, where
S = {-HE.→ 1; -O.→ /; &/→ /; /&→ / | & ∈ ′ ∪  }:
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Note that if M has linear word problem, so does the free product M ∗ Nw. In fact,
no nonempty word over  is equal to 1 in Nw for there is no rule in Tw one side
of which is trivial. For any word x= u0v0u1v1 · · · unvn over (∪ )∗ with ui ∈∗ and
vi ∈ ∗ for i=0; : : : ; n; ui 
=1 for i=1; : : : ; n and vi 
=1 for i=0; : : : ; n − 1, we get
in linear time a word of the same form in which ui 
=1 in M for all i=1; : : : ; n.
Given two such words we check the equality in M ∗ Nw comparing them syllable by
syllable.
Note that if M is eNectively given, the construction of 4w(M) for w∈∗ is recursive.
By Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 5.1 we have
Theorem 5.3. (1) If w is in L; 4w(M) is the trivial monoid.
(2) If w is not in L; 4w(M) contains M as submonoid.
(3) If M has word problem solvable in linear time; so does 4w(M).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Once we have Theorem 5.3, the proof of Theorem 3.2 is now
standard. Let P be a linear Markov property. Let M1 be a monoid in C1 with the
property P and M be a monoid in C1 that is not embeddable in a monoid in C1 with
P. We choose the recursively enumerable language L to be nonrecursive. For w∈∗ let
Mw =M1×4w(M) be the direct product of M1 and 4w(M). If M1 and M are presented
by (1; R1) and (; R) with 1 ∩= ∅, respectively, Mw is presented by (1 ∪′ ∪ ,
R1 ∪R∪Tw ∪ S ∪ S ′), where
S ′ = {5&→ &5 | & ∈ 1; 5 ∈ ′ ∪  }:
It is easy to see that Mw has word problem solvable in linear time because both M1
and 4w(M) have linear word problem by Theorem 5.3, that is, Mw ∈C1. Moreover, if
w∈L; Mw is isomorphic to M1 because 4w(M) is trivial, and otherwise, Mw contains
M as a submonoid because so does 4w(M). So, Mw satis0es P if and only if w is
in L. This completes the proof of the main theorem.
6. Other undecidability results and remarks
First we give another undecidability result about the complexity classes of monoids,
a byproduct of our construction. Let C be a class of 0nitely presented monoids with
word problem in some time-complexity class. We consider that the complexity class C
is characterized by a nonnegative function f on the nonnegative integers N, that is, C
is the class of 0nitely presented monoids M =M (; R) such that there is a deterministic
algorithm which, given words x; y∈∗, determines whether x=y holds in M in time
O(f(O(|x|+ |y|)))+O(|x|+ |y|). So, each complexity class in this sense contains class
C1. For any complexity class C, the property ‘M belongs to C’ for a monoid M is an
ordinary Markov property. Thus, by the classical undecidability result by Markov, we
see that it is undecidable whether a given 0nitely presented monoid belongs to C. The
following is an elaboration of this result.
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Theorem 6.1. Let C and C′ be two complexity classes of :nitely presented monoids.
If C′ properly contains C; the following question is undecidable. Decide for a given
monoid in C′ if it belongs to C.
Proof. Let M be a monoid in C′ but not in C. Then, the monoid 4w(M) in Section 5
is in C′ by construction (recall the argument after De0nition 5.2). By Theorem 5.3,
if w∈L, then 4w(M) is trivial and belongs to C, otherwise, 4w(M) contains M as a
submonoid and does not belong to C. Since L is chosen as nonrecursive, we cannot
decide if 4w(M) belongs to C.
The following is a special case of Theorem 6.1.
Corollary 6.2. Let C be a complexity class of :nitely presented monoids that properly
contains C1. It is undecidable whether a given monoid in C belongs to C1.
Our main theorem states that any Markov property P relative to linear complexity is
undecidable for monoids in class C1, for which the membership problem is undecidable
due to Corollary 6.2. However, choosing a concrete Turing machine TM accepting a
nonrecursive language L, the presentation of the monoid Mw in the end of Section 5
is eNectively given and its word problem is known to be solvable in linear time,
nevertheless, it is undecidable whether Mw satis0es P.
Actually, we can choose L to be a nonrecursive language over the single-letter
alphabet {a}, that is, L⊂ a∗. Our systems Tn=Tan and monoids Nn=Nan are parame-
terized by n∈N. For n∈N, set Mn=0HE;O(Nn)=M ( ′; Sn), where  ′= ∪{-; .; /}
and Sn=Tn ∪ S with S = {-HE.→ 1; -O.→ /; &/→ /; /&→ / | & ∈  ′}. The presenta-
tion of Mn can be computed eNectively and Mn has word problem solvable in linear
time for every n. However, the uniform word problem for the family of the monoids
Mn is undecidable.
Corollary 6.3. The following question is undecidable. Given n∈N and x; y∈ ( ′)∗;
decide if x=y holds in Mn.
Proof. If the question were decidable, one could decide if Mn is trivial. In fact, for
given n check if a=1 holds in Mn for all a∈ ′. But this contradicts our undecidability
results.
This result means that we just cannot decide for a given n which algorithm we have
to apply to solve the word problem for Mn.
It is interesting that we return to the divergence phenomena of the completion pro-
cedure studied by Sattler-Klein [9] with the following stronger result (see also [7, 5]).
Let ¡ be a compatible well-order on ∗. We assume that ¡ is computable, that is,
for x; y∈∗ we can recursively decide whether x¡y. For a given 0nite system R on
, if there is a ¡-reducing 0nite complete system equivalent to R, the completion pro-
cedure based on the order ¡ will stop in a 0nite number of steps and give us such a
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system. Thus, the following result implies that you cannot tell whether the completion
procedure based on the order ¡ terminates for a given system Sn.
Corollary 6.4. Let ¡ be a :xed computable compatible well-order on ( ′)∗. The
following question is undecidable. Given n∈N decide whether there is a ¡-reducing
:nite complete system equivalent to Sn.
Proof. If the question were decidable, again we could decide if Mn is trivial. In fact,
given n, if the answer to the question is ‘no’, we can conclude that Mn is not trivial.
If the answer is ‘yes’, we apply the completion procedure and obtain a ¡-reducing
0nite complete system equivalent to Sn. Using this system you can decide if Mn
is trivial.
Finally, we remark that in our construction the zero element plays an essential role.
So it seems not so easy to get similar undecidability results for groups with word
problem solvable in linear time.
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Appendix
In this appendix we prove that all the critical pairs for the system T given in
Section 4 are resolvable. If a rule u1→ v1 overlaps with a rule u2→ v2 from the left,
that is, u1 = xz and u2 = zy for x; y; z ∈ +, we have a critical pair (v1y; xv2). In this
situation we use the notation xzy⇒ (v1y; xv2). A critical pair (z1; z2) is said to resolve
to z3 if z1→∗ z3 and z2→∗ z3. Note that a word involving the letter O is reduced
to O by the rules in 4a. Thus, any critical pair produced from overlapping between
rules in group 4 resolves to O. It is also easy to see that any critical pair produ-
ced from overlapping of rules one of which is a rule in 4a, 4e and 4e′ resolves
to O.
Now, we list all the critical pairs other than the above in order of rules which overlap
with other rules from the left:
1a. a OA OA⇒ ( OAa OA; aO); a OAB⇒ ( OAaB; aO),
1b. H OA OA⇒ (HA OA;HO); H OAB⇒ (HAB;HO),
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1c. Aa OA ⇒ (aA OA; A OAa); AaB⇒ (aAB; ABa),
AcAqBa⇒ (cAAqBa; A OAq′ca′ OB); AaAqkB⇒ (aAAqkB; AAqkB),
1a′. OBa OA⇒ (a OB OA; OB OAa); OBaB⇒ (a OBB; OBBa),
OBcAqBa⇒ (c OBAqBa; OB OAq′ca′ OB); OBaAqkB⇒ (a OBAqkB; OBAqkB),
1c′. aB OA⇒ (Ba OA; aO); aBB⇒ (BaB; aO),
2a. AqBa OA⇒ ( OAa′q′ OB OA; AqB OAa); AqBaB⇒ ( OAa′q′ OBB; AqBBa),
ApBcAqBa⇒ ( OAc′p′ OBAqBa; ApB OAq′ca′ OB),
AqBaAqkB⇒ ( OAa′q′ OBAqkB; AqBAqkB),
2b. cAqBa OA⇒ ( OAq′ca′ OB OA; cAqB OAa); cAqBaB⇒ ( OAq′ca′ OBB; cAqBBa),
cApBaAqBd⇒ ( OAp′ca′ OBAqBd; cApB OAq′ad′ OB),
cAqBaAqkB⇒ ( OAq′ca′ OBAqkB; cAqBAqkB),
3a. aAqkB OA⇒ (AqkB OA; aAqkO); aAqkBB⇒ (AqkBB; aAqkO),
aAqkBAq⇒ (AqkBAq; aAO); aAqkBq⇒ (AqkBq; aAO),
AqkBa OA⇒ (AqkB OA; AqkB OAa); AqkBaB⇒ (AqkBB; AqkBBa),
AqkBcAqBa⇒ (AqkBAqBa; AqkB OAq′ca′ OB),
AqkBaAqkB⇒ (AqkBAqkB; AqkBAqkB),
aAqkBc⇒ (AqkBc; aAqkB),
4b. AAa⇒ (Oa; AaA); AAqBa⇒ (OqBa; A OAa′q′ OB),
AAqkBa⇒ (OqkBa; AAqkB); A OBa⇒ (Oa; Aa OB),
A OBEE⇒ (OEE; ABbE); OBAa⇒ (Oa; OBaA),
OBAqBa⇒ (OqBa; OB OAa′q′ OB); OBAqkBa⇒ (OqkBa; OBAqkB),
OB OBa⇒ (Oa; OBa OB); OB OBEE⇒ (OEE; OBBbE),
4c. pBAqBa⇒ (OBa; pB OAa′q′ OB); pBAqkBa⇒ (OBa; pBAqkB),
pAqBa⇒ (OBa; p OAa′q′ OB); pAqkBa⇒ (OBa; pAqkB),
where a; a′; c; c′; d∈b and p; p′; q; q′ ∈Q. It is easy to see that all the crit-
ical pairs listed above resolve to O except the pair (AqkBc; aAqkB) which resolves
to AqkB.
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